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New and Changed Information
The following sections provide the descriptions of various features that have been added/modified in this release:

Behavior Change
CSCvf28325 - Ldap Add Profile does not work when combined with Ldap Synch Profile
Old Behavior:
LDAP add and LDAP modify were always separate operations even if for the same DN.
New Behavior:
If DNs in LdapAddEntries and LdapSynchProfile match, operations are consolidated into single LDAP add operation. If
add fails, a modify is executed (if configured). Also, multiple LDAP entries can be added (sequential and in synchronous
mode). You can now define multiple entries that can be added in order. Same DN for modify and add can be added
without conflicts.
For more information, see LdapAddEntries section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Cisco Systems, Inc.
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Documentation Improvement and Usability
Name Change
The title of the following CPS guide has been updated for this and later releases:
Table 1

Guide Name Change

Old Title

New Title

CPS vDRA Installation Guide

CPS vDRA Installation Guide for OpenStack

Enhancements
CSCve98108 - Support for Rating-Group and Service-Id modification based on DPCC
Name/Value received from MOG
DPCC-Name and DPCC-Value added as Input AVP to the following service configuration:


ModifyRxDynamicRule



ModifyChargingRules



RxSponseredDataChargingParameterSTGConfiguration



RxChargingParameterSTGConfiguration



RxSTGDefaultBearerConfiguration



RxSTGConfiguration

For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf09562 - Rx QOS Handling from STG Configuration (override non GBR QCI to GBR QCI)
If RxGuranteedBitrateOverride service option is configured, then after applying the QoS-Actions on MBR and QCI values,
if the new QCI is < 5 and the Qos-Action on GBR-UL/GBR-DL is mirror, then CPS copies the MBR UL-DL values into GBR
UL-DL for the final QoS.
To support this, a new parameter Set Guaranteed Bit-Rate from Max Requested Bit-Rate (Qos-Action) has been
added under RxGuaranteedBitRateOverride service configuration.
For more information, see RxGuaranteedBitRateOverride section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf09829 - Enhanced Logging for Policy Engine Traces
Change in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file:
-Dcrd.engine.log.version=2
If -Dcrd.engine.log.version=2, then formatting for engine log messages lists all the AVPs for same table on single
row.

CSCvf14428 - Change the QCI & ARP of default bearer based on the MPS-Id &
Reservation-Priority received in AAR
Enhanced RxSTGDefaultBearerConfiguration service configuration to support modification of default bearer based on
MPS-Identifier and Reservation-Priority received in AAR from P-CSCF.
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The following AVP's have been added as input to RxSTGDefaultBearerConfiguration service configuration:


MPS-Identifier



Reservation-Priority

CSCvf29722 – No SLR-Initial get initiated in case dummy RAR is not invoked and queryOCS
is set to true
A new table, Request Gx RAA for Event-Triggers has been added under Rx-Client and is used to determine the Gx
Event-Triggers that CPS should subscribe in Gx RAR (dummy RAR) before it processes the media information that it has
received in Rx AAR message.
For more information, see Rx Clients Parameters table section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf30222 - PCRF is changing the default bearer QCI/ARP on receiving AAR from P-CSCF
A new flag Disable Always On EMPS Service has been added under Rx Profiles in Policy Builder whose default value
is set as false.
For more information, see Basic Options section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf32244 – Retry profile is configured based on the Charging-Rule only
A new parameter Enable Profiles Based On Failure Code has been added to configure profiles based on failure codes.
For more information, see Create a Rule Retry Profile section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf32260 – Ability to set flow-status, RG, Service-Id in CCA-U when retry interval is not
immediate
A new service configuration IntermediateRulesParamOnFailure under gx has been added to send Flow-Status,
Rating-Group, Service-Id when Retry Profile is configured with interval.
For more information, see IntermediateRulesParamOnFailure section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

CSCvf36479 - In Session Release cause CCA-U needs to be sent out first and then RAR
A new parameter Sending Delayed Message Wait Time Ms has been added under Gx Client section in Policy Builder.
For more information, see Gx Clients section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
As a part of the this enhancement, the name of the parameter under Rx Client has been changed from Sending Delayed
Message Wait Time (In millisec) to Sending Delayed Message Wait Time Ms.

Mobile
Bypass Evaluation of Rx Dedicated Bearer
CPS is enhanced to avoid a Sy triggered Rx dedicated bearer evaluation when the Rx call is active. To support this, a new
service configuration, EvaluateRxDedicatedBearer has been added under rx in Policy Builder.
For more information, see EvaluateRxDedicatedBearer section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
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LDAP Server - 128 Bit IPv6/LDAP Server - Health Check/LDAP Server - Multiple Client
Account Support
In case multiple sessions are found for the same LDAP query, CPS responds with details of all the sessions to LDAP client.
For more information, see Subscriber Lookup Server Configuration section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Override Control AVP Enhancement
CPS is enhanced to support additional Override-Control specific AVPs in Gx CCA-i and Gx CCA-u responses to the PCEF
as well as Gx RAR request.
For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Policy Counter Reset AVP Support in Sy SLR
CPS can now evaluate Rx media based CRD table (for example, Rx Table) and use the output column value (for example,
isquerydus) to initiate a Sy session and trigger Sy SLR-initial message.
Here is an example configuration:
Figure 1

CRD Column Binding for Evaluating Rx Media Specific Table

For more information, see Rx STG Lookup Binding section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
CPS can also support configuration of Sy policy counters that are required to be reset on OCS. To support this, a new
SyPolicyCounterReset service configuration object has been added under sy in Policy Builder.
Here is an example configuration:
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Figure 2

SyPolicyCounterReset Service Configuration

For more information, see SyPolicyCounterReset section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Reject Session During Initial Attach or Update
CPS now supports sending of an error code to reject a session during initial attach or update when certain condition
(such as, APN-RAT combination) is met.
To supports this, a new RequestReject service configuration has been added under diameter2 in Policy Builder.
CPS logs a counter for each request rejection:
New Statistics added:
Statistics Name: <InterfaceName>_<RequestType>_policy_driven_rejection_<ResultCode>
where,
<InterfaceName> can be any diameter interface such as, Gx/Rx/Sy and so on. For this feature, only Gx is supported.
<RequestType> is the request type of the interface. In case of Gx, it is CCR-I/U.
<ResultCode> is the result code of the response for request.
Counter ID Examples:


Gx_CCR-I-policy_driven_rejection_3007



Gx_CCR-U_policy_driven_rejection_5007

For more information, see RequestReject section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
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SLR Intermediate Handling during NAP Notification
CPS now supports generating SLR-Intermediate messages (if Sy session was already established) on Sy interface on
receiving a Gx CCR-U or NAP notification.
If the SLR-Intermediate fails (non 2001 result) or times out, CPS can initiate a new Sy session towards OCS.
If the SLR-Initial fails as well, CPS continues without any Sy session counters for policy decisions.
Both the SLR-Intermediate and SLR-Initial must be in sync. Thus the resulting policy is sent to PCEF in CCA-U (for CCR-U
trigger) or RAR (for NAP notification trigger).
To support this functionality, a new service configuration TableDrivenActionOverSy has been added under sy in Policy
Builder that allows you to define action that need to be taken on the Sy interface on receiving messages.
Here is an example configuration:
Figure 3

TableDrivenActionOverSy Service Configuration

For more information, see TableDrivenActionOverSy section in CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.
Note: Currently, only sync mode is supported for Sy messages. This also has impact on the performance metrics such
as, TPS and response times since the Sy response times adds up to the actual request/response.

Support for Anonymous Emergency Calls
CPS is enhanced to provide support to anonymous emergency 911 calls for inbound roamers. When an Rx-AAR request
with the AVP AF-Requested-Data set to 1 is sent, the PCRF provides the following details:


MSISDN



IMSI



IMEI
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Support for Gx Triggered Session Release Cause
CPS is enhanced to support Gx triggered session release for CCA and RAR messages.
This feature reuses the ResetDiameterSession service configuration and provides the functionality to send
Session-Release-Cause AVP in CCA and RAR messages based on the new checkbox “Gx triggered
Session-Release-Cause in RAR” added under Gx Client in Policy Builder.
For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Enhanced Sy Service Configuration Object
CPS is enhanced to provide SpendingLimitReport service configuration object which performs the following operations:


Sends periodic keep alive SLR-Intermediate messages.



Sends specific counters in SLR-Initial, SLR-Intermediate and unknown learned counters.



Specifies the Subscription-Id AVP in any Sy message.



Receives an unknown counter in a SNR that was not initially exchanged during Sy Session establishment.

For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Sy Features Expiration Handling
CPS now supports expiration of Sy feature based on LDAP expiry time for napParams. The expiration date derived for a
napService (over the LDAP attributes) is also applied to Sy specific virtual services (created over Sy
Counter-Status-Reports) that have the same offer name and napService name.
By default, this functionality is enabled. To disable this feature, you need to configure
sy.disable.applying.ldap.offer.expiration flag in /etc/broadhop/pcrf/qns.conf file.
For more information, contact your Cisco Technical Representative.

Sy Policy Missing Counter Check
CPS now has the ability to interpret and define the policies through CRD if some of the Policy Counters are missing from
OCS due to misconfiguration or due to some erroneous response received from the OCS.
With this feature, the Sy Policy Counter:Status retriever has been changed to return empty string when Sy session is not
connected:


The Sy Session connected is true when SLA-Initial Return Code is Diameter Success (2001).



The Sy Session connected is false when the SLA-Initial Return Code is not Diameter Success OR
Experimental-Result-Code is DIAMETER_ERROR_NO_AVAILABLE_POLICY_COUNTERS (4241).

Throttling of Media Type
CPS is enhanced to enable Mobile Share Advantage (MSA). PCRF throttles the QoS of the RTP and RTCP portion in the
flow usage AVP of the Video Media-Type upon reception of a throttling indication over Rx from MOG, Counter-Status
over the Sy interface or MIND Attribute over the Sp interface.
The following Service Configuration Objects are added in Policy Builder:


ThrottleRxBasedOnBearer
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ThrottleRxBasedOnMediaType

For more information, see CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Operations
API Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

MIB Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

KPI Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

Log Additions or Changes
No changes are introduced in this release.

SNMP Alarm Additions or Changes
Alarm Message Text Change Notification
The message text for the ApplicationStartError clear trap has been updated in the documents for this and later releases:
Table 2

ApplicationStartError - Clear Message Text

Old Message Text

Updated Message Text

Feature %s is Running

before Feature %s is Running

Enhanced vDRA Alarms
The following new alarms have been added for vDRA:


DRA_MESSAGE_PROCESSING_FAILURE_TPS_EXCEEDED



KEEP_ALIVE_RAR_ROUTING_FAILURE_TPS_EXCEEDED



EGRESS_RATE_LIMITED_SESSION_ERR_RESP_TPS_EXCEEDED



EGRESS_RATE_LIMITED_SESSION_REJECT_TPS_EXCEEDED



INGRESS_RATE_LIMITED_SESSION_ERR_RESP_TPS_EXCEEDED



INGRESS_RATE_LIMITED_SESSION_REJECT_TPS_EXCEEDED



BINDING_KEY_NOT_FOUND_IN_AAR_TPS_EXCEEDED



BINDING_KEY_NOT_FOUND_IN_CCR_I_TPS_EXCEEDED



BINDING_NOT_FOUND_TPS_EXCEEDED



PEER_RESPONSE_TIME_EXCEEDED



NO_PEER_GROUP_MEMBER_AVAILABLE
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FORWARDING_LOOP_FOUND_TPS_EXCEEDED



RELAY_LINK_TPS_GT_0



RELAY_LINK_TPS_EXCEEDED



RELAY_LINK_STATUS



NO_RELAY_PEER_TPS_EXCEEDED

Statistics Additions or Changes
Auditing of Stale Binding Database Records
The following new statistics are included for vDRA:


deleted_stale_bindings_count: deleted_stale_bindings_count has 2 labels: system_id and credential_type.
credential_type is the credential type of the binding record, which can be imsiApn, msisdnApn, ipv4, or ipv6

Peer Access Control List Enhanced with Command Code
The following new statistics are included in vDRA:
1. cer_message_success: Labels:remote_peer_host
remote_peer_realm
local_peer
role (DRA-Server/DRA-Client)
2. cer_message_rejected_unknown_peer
remote_peer_host
remote_peer_realm
local_peer
role (DRA-Server/DRA-Client)
3. cer_message_rejected_unknown_appId
remote_peer_host
remote_peer_realm
local_peer
role (DRA-Server/DRA-Client)

Reject Session During Initial Attach or Update
Statistics Name: <InterfaceName>_<RequestType>_policy_driven_rejection_<ResultCode>
where,
<InterfaceName> can be any diameter interface such as, Gx/Rx/Sy and so on. For this feature, only Gx is supported.
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<RequestType> is the request type of the interface. In case of Gx, it is CCR-I/U.
<ResultCode> is the result code of the response for request.
Counter ID Examples:


Gx_CCR-I-policy_driven_rejection_3007



Gx_CCR-U_policy_driven_rejection_5007

Statistics for new vDRA Alarms
The following new statistics are included for vDRA:


rejected_messages_total



keep_alive_rar_failure



diameter_peer_egress_rate_limited_with_err_response



diameter_peer_egress_rate_limited_without_err_response



diameter_peer_ingress_rate_limited_with_err_response



diameter_peer_ingress_rate_limited_without_err_response



aar_bind_key_not_found_total



ccri_bind_key_not_found_total



binding_not_found_total



message_duration_seconds



no_active_peer_in_peer_group



diameter_loop_detected



relay_peer_messages_total



relay_peer_status



relay_send_nopeer

Performance Improvement
In-Service Migration Time Reduction
Currently, the time required to complete ISSM (In-Service Migration) is more than 3 hours. With this feature
implementation, the time required to complete ISSM per cluster has been reduced to 3 hours.

Product Security
QEMU and Policy Core Vulnerabilities Fixed
In CPS, QEMU RPM has been upgraded to qemu-img-0.12.1.2-2.503.el6_9.3.x86_64.rpm to fix the following
vulnerabilities:


CESA-2017:1206 Important CentOS 6 qemu-kvm Security Update
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CESA-2017:0352 Important CentOS 6 qemu-kvm Security Update

Security Vulnerabilities Fixed
CPS platform RPMs have been updated to fix the following vulnerabilities:


CentOS Security Update for vim (CESA-2016:2972)



CentOS Security Update for sudo (CESA-2016:2872)



CentOS Security Update for expat (CESA-2016:2824)



CentOS Security Update for nss (CESA-2016:2779)



CentOS Security Update for libgcrypt (CESA-2016:2674)



CentOS Security Update for python (CESA-2016:1626)



CentOS Security Update for qemu-kvm (CESA-2016:1585)



CentOS Security Update for ntp (CESA-2016:1141)



CentOS Security Update for rpcbind (CESA-2016:0005)



CentOS Security Update for libpng (CESA-2015:2594)



CentOS Security Update for qemu-kvm (CESA-2015:1833)



CentOS Security Update for libvirt (CESA-2014:1873)



CentOS Security Update for libvirt (CESA-2014:0560)

Security Enhancements
The following section lists enhancements introduced to support Cisco Product Security Requirements and the Product
Security Baseline (PSB). For more information about Cisco Product Security Requirements, refer to:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/about/security-center/security-programs/secure-development-lifecycle/sdl-process.h
tml
No new security enhancements are introduced in this release.

vDRA
Auditing of Stale Binding Database Records
You can now configure the deletion of stale records in the binding database. In CPS vDRA, you can specify the expiry of
binding database records in the DRA Plug-in Configuration page. You can also specify the refresh timer that is used to
determine the expiry time of the binding database records.
For more information, see the CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

Enhanced Peer Access Control
CPS vDRA supports a list of peers (by realm, FQDN, and Application ID) that can establish peer connections to vDRA.
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The Peer Access Control List CRD is used to list the peers that are allowed to create Diameter peer connections. The
CRD is used to configure whether to Permit or Deny a peer connection based on the realm, or the Origin host.
Peers that are not listed with realm or host in the CRD are allowed to establish peer connections by default.
For more information, see the CPS vDRA Configuration Guide.

Enhanced vDRA Alarms
vDRA alarms have been enhanced to include additional alarms that assist in understanding and monitoring system
performance.
For more information, see the CPS vDRA SNMP and Alarms Guide.

GTAC Support
vDRA now supports LDAP for Authentication and Authorization, using the existing GTAC infrastructure. For this the
required SSSD Linux packages has been updated to support the LDAP Authentication and Authorization.
SSSD configuration has been updated with LDAP server details, default bind users, group information and required
authentication tokens. Configuration file (sssd.conf) is located at the path /etc/sssd.
You need to configure the file based on your requirements. For more information, contact your Cisco Technical
Representative.
LDAP server configured provides the Authentication and Authorization for the LDAP users. Once the configuration is done
for external authentication gid mapping in CLI for various group roles such as grafana-admin, policy-admin, policy-ro
and so on, the LDAP users are provided with the authorization based on their group ID.
For more information, see external-aaa pam gid-mapping section in CPS vDRA Operations Guide.

Wi-Fi
No new Wi-Fi features are introduced in this release.

Installation Notes
Download ISO Image
Download the 13.1.0 software package (ISO image) from:
https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883911&softwareid=284979976&release=13.1.0&
os=
Md5sum Details:
fb6cdd89f82e0282ea3590e5c7cb5628

CPS_13.1.0_Base.qcow2.release.tar.gz

e778fb5ca9a3cbe6a8ff932372c0c851

CPS_13.1.0_Base.vmdk.release.tar.gz

8f6ebdf99ebc0fdb5bc3cd65a802f987

CPS_13.1.0.release.iso

51871a19b6735e19f82fc287056449f6

CPS_Microservices_13.1.0_Base.release.qcow2

c8d12e0d2717a1833c02d6fc16d519c8

CPS_Microservices_13.1.0_Base.release.vmdk

10ac6ae459838a8aca9e57bb2b662831

CPS_Microservices_13.1.0_Deployer.release.qcow2

688587852fd9213a8ae600d4e926005d

CPS_Microservices_13.1.0_Deployer.release.vmdk
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212f7b8d26c9bab51800961bfce694f2

CPS_Microservices_DRA_13.1.0.release.iso

6e782f90c94ca759a06473950e2680e0

CPS_Microservices_DRA_Binding_13.1.0.release.iso

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 13.1.0 Release:
Table 3

Component Versions

Component

Version

ANDSF

13.1.0.release

API router

13.1.0.release

Audit

13.1.0.release

Balance

13.1.0.release

Cisco API

13.1.0.release

Cisco CPAR

13.1.0.release

Congestion Reference Data

13.1.0.release

Control Center

13.1.0.release

Core

13.1.0.release

CSB

13.1.0.release

Custom Reference Data

13.1.0.release

DHCP

13.1.0.release

Diameter2

13.1.0.release

DRA

13.1.0.release

Entitlement

13.1.0.release

Fault Management

13.1.0.release

Hotspot

13.1.0.release

ISG Prepaid

13.1.0.release

LDAP

13.1.0.release

LDAP Server

13.1.0.release

Microservices Enablement

13.1.0.release

Notification

13.1.0.release

Policy Intel

13.1.0.release

POP-3 Authentication

13.1.0.release

RADIUS

13.1.0.release

Recharge Wallet

13.1.0.release

SCE

13.1.0.release

Scheduled Events

13.1.0.release

SPR

13.1.0.release

Unified API

13.1.0.release

UDC

13.1.0.release

Web Services

13.1.0.release
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New Installations


VMware Environment, page 14



OpenStack Environment, page 14

VMware Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 13.1.0 in a VMware environment, see CPS Installation Guide for VMware, Release
13.1.0.

OpenStack Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 13.1.0 in an OpenStack environment, see CPS Installation Guide for OpenStack,
Release 13.1.0.

Migrate an Existing CPS Installation
To migrate an existing CPS installation, see CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide, Release 13.1.0.
Note: In-service software migration to 13.1.0 is supported only for Mobile (HA) and GR installations. Currently, other CPS
installation types are not supported.
Note: You can migrate from CPS 10.1.0 or later release to CPS 13.1.0. If you are on CPS 9.x.x release, following options
are available:


Either you have to upgrade to CPS 10.1.0 release and then migrate to CPS 13.1.0
OR



Go for side-by-side installation where one cluster will be installed with CPS 13.1.0 while the other cluster is carrying
traffic, then switched over so that the other cluster can also get fresh installed with CPS 13.1.0.

Upgrade an Existing CPS Installation
To upgrade an existing CPS installation, see CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide, Release 13.1.0. CPS upgrade is
supported from 12.x.x to 13.1.0.

Post Migration Steps
Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the migration is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the migration is finished, verify the following configuration settings.
Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.
Note: During the migration process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these
settings be applied.


/etc/broadhop/qns.conf
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
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-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1
-DshardPingLoopLength=3
-DshardPingCycle=200
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000
-DmaxLockAttempts=3
-DretryMs=3
-DmessageSlaMs=1500
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200
-Dlocking.disable=true

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:
-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By
default, this is set to false.
-Dremote.locking.off



/etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf
-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Reconfigure Service Option
After upgrading from previous release to the current CPS release, Service option configured with Subscriber-Id becomes
invalid and you need to reconfigure multiple Subscriber Id in SpendingLimitReport under Service Configurations.

Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:


CSCvf52617: GR_ST: Grafana stops displaying all mongostats in dashboard when Primary member of one DB goes
down
Issue: In case any member of a replica-set is not reachable, you will not be able to see Mongo statistics in grafana.
Not reachable can happen due to network problems or blade going down or member is intentionally stopped.
Workaround: Make non-reachable member reachable.
For example:
—

If the member is intentionally stopped then one has to start using /etc/init.d/sessionmgr-* start script.

—

If there is a network issue, then this issue the network issue needs to be fixed.
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Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.
a. Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file to ensure all of the data paths are set to /var/data and not
/data.
b. Then execute the following command from pcrfclient01 to configure all the replication sets:
/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --all --create



Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.



CSCuz11476: Puppet fails to run and configure properly LB nodes other than lb01/lb02
If upgrading from a release prior to 10.0.0, the following changes are made to the folders and files on the Cluster
Manager:



—

The contents of /var/qps/current_config/image-map on the Cluster Manager is modified to consolidate
the existing lb entries (lb01 and lb02) into a single lb entry (lb=iomanager).

—

The existing /var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager01 and
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager02 directories are consolidated into a single
/var/qps/current_config/etc/broadhop/iomanager directory.

CSCuy23530: Receiving error msg while creating subscriber from SPR API
Conditions/Scenario: If clusterPeers flag is configured in /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file OR
/etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf file in previous installation of CPS and you are upgrading to 9.1.0.
Apply Configuration Change:
If clusterPeers flag is configured move the flag with same value to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file
OR
If clusterPeers flag is not configured, add clusterPeers entry to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file. Also remove
clusterPeers entry from /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file and /etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf
file.
Impact if above change is not applied:
If clusterPeers flag is not moved to new location, cluster broadcast message will not happen.
Recommended: This change is highly recommended to be applied.



By default, pending transaction feature is enabled. If you are not using it, Cisco recommends to disable pending
transaction feature post deployment.
To disable pending transaction, the following parameter can be configured in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file:
com.broadhop.diameter.gx.pending_txn.attempts=0

After adding the parameter in qns.conf file, restart all VMs.


CSCvb74725: Avoid manual steps in API based GR installation
Problem: The fresh install of API based GR installation does not execute set priority properly.
Workaround:
a. The fresh install of API does not execute set priority properly. You need to set the priority manually by executing
the following command:
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set_priority.sh -db all
b. You need to delete the default ring configuration present in cache_config database. After fresh install in case
Active/Active Geo-HA feature is enabled, default ring configuration needs to be deleted manually. To
remove/replace ring config, following two options are available:
—

Delete directly from database. Remove from “cache_config”, if “shards” is empty. This may need restart of qns
services.
OR

—

Run OSGi command setSkRingSet <ringId> <setId> <servers> which will replace existing values.

c. Unused replica-set need to be removed manually.
There is no API support for removing replica-set. So you need to remove the replica-set manually by executing
the following command:
build_set.sh --<databasename> --remove-replica-set <setname>
For example,
build_set.sh --spr --remove-replica-set --setname set04
d. If someone changes qns.conf parameters using API post system is deployed using PATCH method, then
restartall.sh has to be executed manually so that configuration changes become effective.
e. You need to be set the priority manually for members after adding via addMember API by executing the following
command:
set_priority.sh -db all


CSCvd30781: set_priority.sh broken ImportError: No module named util when running set_priority.sh on pcrfclient01
Problem: set_priority.sh from pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02 is broken. No module named util is found when
running set_priority.sh.
Workaround: Execute set_priority.sh from Cluster Manager. If you do not have replication network on the
Cluster Manager, you need to copy the util sub-directory from the Cluster Manager to pcrfclient01 and pcrfclient02.



—

Source on Cluster Manager: /var/qps/install/current/scripts/modules/util

—

Destination on pcrfclient01/02: /var/qps/bin/install/current/scripts/modules/util

CSCvc66672: System is crashing when run more than 6k tps
Problem: High response time is observed when system is running with all the default features installed and has Gx
traffic with 6K TPS.
Consideration: It is recommended to create session replica-set as per performance requirements for scaling.
Solution:
—

Create/update /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file on Cluster Manager VM to create session cache shards
in criss-cross fashion.
[SESSION-SET1]
SETNAME=set01
OPLOG_SIZE=5120
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ARBITER=arbitervip:27717
ARBITER_DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1
MEMBER1=sessionmgr01:27717
MEMBER2=sessionmgr02:27717
DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1/1
[SESSION-SET1-END]
[SESSION-SET2]
SETNAME=set07
OPLOG_SIZE=5120
ARBITER=arbitervip:27727
ARBITER_DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.7
MEMBER1=sessionmgr02:27727
MEMBER2=sessionmgr01:27727
DATA_PATH=/var/data/sessions.1/2
[SESSION-SET2-END]
—

Refer to Create Specific Replica-set and Session Cache Replica-set sections in CPS Installation Guide for
VMware for further information on how to create replica sets.

—

Set session database priority so that the PRIMARY members will be on separate VM:
cd /var/qps/bin/support/mongo
./set_priority.sh --db session
For more information on set_priority.sh script, see CPS Operations Guide and CPS Geographic Redundancy
Guide.

—


To create session shards, see the Create Session Shards section in CPS Installation Guide for VMware.

CSCve40105: Session databases don't recover on power outage
Problem: Session databases do not recover after full system outage.
Condition: Replica configuration is not available after system outage on Arbiter VIP. This is verified using the
following command (XXXXX is port number):
mongo --host arbitervip:XXXXX --eval "rs.isMaster()['info']" --quiet
Does not have a valid replica set config
Probable Cause: This happens as VIP was up on different pcrfclient (e.g. pcrfclient01) when outage took place and
after recovery it is on another pcrfclient (e.g. pcrfclient02). Thus previous mongo configuration is not available with
current active pcrfclient and recovery script is not able to recover data.
Workaround: User has to flip the VIP when the session databases mounted on tmpfs do not recover after full system
outage. To force a switchover of the arbiter VIP to the other pcrfclient, you have to execute the following command:
ssh arbitervip
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service corosync stop


CSCva90020 - CoA is not getting triggered in case of Service change
Add the following parameter in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file and copy the updated file to all VMs. This parameter
takes the list of all the policy director (lbs) hostnames separated by comma.
-Dlb.hosts=LBHOSTNAME1,LBHOSTNAME2

Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:


Limitations, page 19



Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 20

Limitations


Solicited Application Reporting
The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:
—

The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

—

For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same
output.

—

Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

—

AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.



During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.



Hour Boundary Enhancement
Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:
If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule
sent for the rules which are already installed.
No applicability to QoS Rules:
The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules.



The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore scripts (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to OAM
(pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02) VMs.



The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:
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vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.
This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, see
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561


CSCva02957: Redis instances will continue to run, even after redis is disabled using the parameter
-DenableQueueSystem=false in qns.conf (/etc/broadhop/) file and /etc/broadhop/redisTopology.ini
file.



CSCva16388: A split brain scenario (that is, VIPs are up on both nodes) can still occur when there is connectivity
loss between lb01 and lb02 and not with other hosts.

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
No CVEs were found in this release.

CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database.
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise
description.
Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:
https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch
To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:
https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=

Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 13.1.0 release.
Table 4

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvc42867

User with group qns-ro yielding partial output “Diagnostics.sh”

CSCvd10475

ISSM - Haproxy shows Diameter endpoint dwn errs after restart of set1 n thru completion of
migration

CSCvd25835

GR_ST: Observing TimerExpiry messages in VolTE and VoWiFi call models during cross site
messaging

CSCvd28169

apache: wsgi used high memory and swap on pcrfclient

CSCvd28424

GR_12.0: Observing few CCR-I timeouts consistently on one site during replication VLAN down

CSCvd48535

CPS - clab openstack setup doesn't meet the target TPS numbers starting 11.1

CSCvd95332

Under Load condition CPS fails to send SD TSR occasionally

CSCve03801

Threshold State is not working for Rollover Quota

CSCve14161

In ISSM 11.1->12.1, [ERROR] SVN sync failed for pcrfclient01 & pcrfclient02 after enabling set 2
VMs

CSCve36238

Not able to export the crd and getting the “Error in closing streams while sending export response”
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Table 4

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve47606

Intermediate-SLR: High CCR-I response time for Looping prevention scenario @4.8k system tps

CSCve65824

CPS support to send RAR when balance available after exhausted the Child reservation

CSCve68142

ISSU: during rollback traffic in set-1 qns vms started immediately after redeployment of vms

CSCve72786

vPAS DRA: drasessions is not sharding on initial setup

CSCve79902

ISSU process on halt as whisper update not received from some of the set1 nodes

CSCve87564

ISSM:'/mnt/iso/migrate.sh rollback' cli triggers restart for set-2

CSCve97974

Load Balance for Email Notification is not working as expected when one of the email server is down

CSCvf01411

Evaluation of qps for Expat June 2107

CSCvf08748

Redis Server Unprotected by Password Authentication

CSCvf14442

Issue with env_import.sh script for Mongo DB restore

CSCvf15868

Need to mention the procedure of counting Recurring refresh max delay in mobile config guide

CSCvf17396

Security vulnerability in current kernel version

CSCvf18171

VipProxyConfiguration.csv template is not updating the haproxy-diameter config

CSCvf22514

Problem while running policy trace script without specifying the DB using TACACS accounts

CSCvf23955

CVE-2017-1000364 vulnerability in Stack Guard in Linux kernel 4.11.5 and earlier

CSCvf24376

isMcdDisabled condition does not work with policy blueprint config

CSCvf27681

CPS 13.1 statistics updates.

CSCvf31385

CPS12.1: GR A/A: Gx and Gy binding CCR-I use multi keys across all shards with high response
time

CSCvf36523

UDC was not sending notification if no identifier is configured in SpendingLimitReport

CSCvf40480

VM memory reservation not working on new VM deployment

CSCvf40482

ALL VM getting deployed with 40Gb disk size. VMs suppose to have 100 GB disk size

CSCvf42182

build set remover member operation does not remove chkconfig for a member

CSCvf44530

statistical details and statistical summary CLIs not working

CSCvf44604

vPAS Vmware: Grafana is showing wrongly for connected routers in DB monitoring for DRA binding
VNF

CSCvf46822

CCR-U and Gx-RAR tps error observed when control-101 VM switched off/on VMware setup

CSCvf46846

monitor log application CLI and grafana GUI not working after control VM power off in VMware setup

CSCvf47296

GR_ST: Some LDAP client requests fail during migration of sessions due to local session affinity

CSCvf48197

httpd not starting after AIO upgrade

CSCvf48345

Diagnostics error reported with trace enabled for spring modules in TIM lab setup

CSCvf48652

Vpas GR: Failed site does not recover automatic if all vms goes rebooted same time on VMware

CSCvf48907

DRA: Method needed to customize/define default requests timeout value to 5000ms

CSCvf48967

SITE is not giving clean output from SSH

CSCvf51274

POLICY RESULT ERROR: Illegal Capacity -32766

CSCvf51808

high tps error found during persistence router VM off on VMware setup

CSCvf51856

DRA VNF Master VM switch off/on, high tps error for Gx-RAR on VMware

CSCvf52617

GR_ST: Grafana stops displaying all mongostats in dashboard when Primary member of one DB
goes down
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Table 4

Open CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvf52675

DRA Docker System goes down after somedays automatically

CSCvf53784

IPAddresses are logged in unreadable text in engine logs (instead of hex)

CSCvf54495

unterminated sessions remain in memcache and cause session lookup issues

CSCvf55607

CRD table search from CC for subnet table does not match /32 mask

CSCvf55993

VIP doesn't move back to high priority Host after host is powered on

CSCvf56597

haproxy-diam?stats URL returns 503 Service Unavailable

CSCvf56598

Delayed response to Peer Monitoring !

CSCvf56839

User limit of notify instances reached or too many open files

CSCvf57475

CPS PATS Documentation changes for “upgrading PATS”

CSCvf57564

Intermittent Puppet execution in case of /config PATCH API call

CSCvf57629

High response time for policy engine action “ISubmitpolicyMessage” causing CCR I timeouts.

CSCvf57970

Incorrect snmp alerts generated and not getting cleared as well after DD VM off/on VMware setup

CSCvf58416

SAMBA vulnerability (CVE-2017-7494) Applicable or Not

CSCvf58871

Addition of IMSI per APN and MSISDN per APN metrics

CSCvf60150

IMS DRA: Average response time is showing as 0 in DRA-VNF-Application Stats for CPS 14 S3 build

CSCvf60166

session_cache_ops goes in to an infinite loop if Primary/Secondary Member tags are missing

CSCvf60188

datasource-Trending not working for grafana DRA dashboard

CSCvf60217

IPv4 addresses are not getting added with a label on interface in HOST VM in VMware

CSCvf60274

Docker DRA setup container are not reachable and Diagnostics is in Critical status

Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 13.1.0 release.
Table 5

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvc16569

PCRF is not discarding the delayed SyP AAA and sending Gx RAR

CSCvc20767

nscd process dead/hanging due to increasing number of open files when TACACS+ servers are
down

CSCvc92363

CPS GR: Grafana stops displaying mongostats post GR failover

CSCvc99130

PCRF is not evaluating of RxSTGDefaultBearerConfiguration on every event

CSCvd63426

In case of HSS initiated QoS Change Scenario, PCRF sending incorrect AMBR in Rx RAR to MOG

CSCvd79552

PCRF is not sending failure to MOG on receiving Gx RAA with 3002 failure

CSCve19611

Wrong replica-set is chosen when using API Router with multiple remote DBs per cluster

CSCve38890

com.broadhop.balance.service feature is not coming up in iomanagers

CSCve48349

Security vulnerabilities reported for package versions

CSCve55200

session creation time for sy prime at qns went very high with multiple sy prime realms configured

CSCve72579

High TPS error found during master dra VM off

CSCve77769

Scale test:During PR scale up, e2e resp. time goes too high for 4 mins, DB query time goes ~3-4ms

CSCve80217

mon_db_* auto Site failover scripts dont support an ipv6 replication network
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Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCve81328

Scale test: During DW add in traffic, DB query DIP seen and RTT becomes ~40-45ms for initial
20-30sec.

CSCve83405

3GPP to 3GPP AVP Mapping for type OctetString not handled

CSCve84689

keepalived-monitor command throwing syntax error.

CSCve85281

LDAP Filter ID modification (LDAP Server Feature)

CSCve86198

ISSM: high retry value has been set to “/mnt/iso/migrate.sh rollback”

CSCve86952

PCRF has issue working with legacy and non legacy OCS servers together.

CSCve95392

PCRF not muting all def bearer flows on reaching dedicated bearer limit & not unmuting on flow stop

CSCve95993

CPS does not broadcast RAR when SSNR comes from legacy OCS

CSCve96842

PCRF sends CNS OFF on every CCR-U APP_START when dedicated bearer limit of 16 rules
reached

CSCve97335

CLAB-CPS13FCV Drop3-PCRF is sending RAR to GW after getting SLA from OCS without counter
information

CSCve98076

Rx bearer authorization to be evaluated after receiving Sy_SLA updates

CSCve98772

CPS is sending an unnecessary RAR when a CCR-U removes PCC rules

CSCve99192

docker engine control-2 scheduling-slots name assigned incorrectly

CSCvf03073

snmp trap on LB show: pcrfclient01 1 min Load Average too high

CSCvf03374

Duplicate entries in the LDAP response

CSCvf03416

Trap not having hostname for active lb

CSCvf06348

Kryo is not able to deserialize message when Relay DRA is on different version that of Main DRA

CSCvf08444

CPS not sending correct Origin-Realm and Origin-Hosts in response when multi stack configured

CSCvf09562

Rx QOS Handling from STG Configuration (override non GBR QCI to GBR QCI)

CSCvf09771

PCRF not considering the priority level received in CCA-U

CSCvf09781

CCR-T triggers two Sy-STR for a single session when PPCCT flow is active

CSCvf09829

Enhanced Logging for Policy Engine Traces

CSCvf09843

PB changing the local directory path on adding a new repo

CSCvf10418

After ISSU upgrade to CPS 13.0.1, both LDAP and Sy traffic was not flowing in lb01 of cluster 5A

CSCvf11999

vPAS DRA: peers with same weight are not reporting same load distribution

CSCvf14428

Change the QCI & ARP of default bearer based on the MPS-Id & Reservation-Priority received in
AAR

CSCvf15739

High Response Time observed on running call model with Revalidation and Deactivation Timers

CSCvf16177

CPS sends GxRAR though Rx AAA with 5003 result code for rejected media component description

CSCvf16298

Bundle evaluation is dependent on the order in which Bundle Keys are received

CSCvf16978

AAR should be rejected with result-code = 5061 in case CC-Time or CC-Total-Octets is 0

CSCvf18222

mongoStatus API “not ready” due to replica-set members tags for GR deployments

CSCvf19496

LDAP Sync - Add vs Replace objects based on initial LDAP response

CSCvf20749

All the snmp alerts are generated at fixed seconds of the time.

CSCvf21241

SLR-Initial not sent on Gx RAA when RAA does not contain Auth-Application-Id

CSCvf21466

CPS not sending Rx_STA for Rx_STR, NullPointerException observed
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Table 5

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvf22042

Arp actions for config that has ArpPrecedence set higher should override just like the arp values

CSCvf22065

UDC: Sy result code based action fix, retrievers and async subscription

CSCvf22496

host string gets truncated as message string size is more than 255 for geo failover trap

CSCvf22780

Sy AVP (Version) not decoded upon getting SLA-Intermediate

CSCvf22787

Sy Broadcast collisions with SLR Intermediate

CSCvf23138

GR_ST: LDAP search on a site for MSISDNs of the peer site of a region should happen from local site

CSCvf23228

With Standard Sy disabled, different Offer version from SSNR is not picked for other sessions

CSCvf23963

BEMS661443 httpServerStatusCodeToIgnoreTheRetry in systems.json doesn't show up in pb gui

CSCvf24363

CPS is sending Result-Code twice in CCA-I CCA-U and CCA-T

CSCvf25061

PCRF is sending extra Gx RAR where it removes the custom-mute AVP

CSCvf26097

LDAP Change broadcast throws an exception when broadcasting is attempted across non-GR
sites:

CSCvf26915

For Multiple Rx Session proper event triggers are not sent in Actual GxRAR for 2nd Rx Session

CSCvf28325

Ldap Add Profile does not work when combined with Ldap Synch Profile

CSCvf29673

CPS rejects SNR from legacy OCS received with different sessionid

CSCvf29722

No SLR-Initial get initiated in case dummy RAR is not invoked and queryOCS is set to true

CSCvf30121

PCRF should send Sd RAR on a change in value of the mapped AVP - F784

CSCvf30222

PCRF is changing the default bearer QCI/ARP on receiving AAR from P-CSCF

CSCvf30673

PCRF is not sending PCI/PVI for the dedicated bearer request from MOG

CSCvf32244

Retry profile is configured based on the Charging-Rule only

CSCvf32260

Ability to set flow-status, RG, Service-Id in CCA-U when retry interval is not immediate

CSCvf33216

Avoid Sy based Rx evaluation

CSCvf35715

Sy Broadcast does not lookup sessions in all shards (local+remote)

CSCvf36479

In Session Release cause CCA-U needs to be sent out first and then RAR

CSCvf37093

multiple slots are assigned to the same machine resulting in duplicate processes

CSCvf37267

CPS should generate RAR from the active LB incase of more than 2 site deployment

CSCvf37583

cmd session_cache_ops.sh --db-shrink is showing Connection refused err when mongo auth is
enabled

CSCvf37599

WARN: Error in hasNext() for shard logs appears in qns log randomly

CSCvf37808

GR_ST: Grafana not displaying mongostats for certain databases while it shows for other databases

CSCvf38131

409 reason=Conflict on persistence-router after restarting the persistence router

CSCvf42444

CPS does not teardown session on sync SLR-Inter timeout on Update action
(TableDrivenActionOverSy)

CSCvf42515

CPS ignores new policy counters coming in SSNR from legacy OCS server

CSCvf42539

Multiple VIPs configured are not stable on VmWare platform

CSCvf42544

Search subscriber request provides incomplete output

CSCvf44429

Bandwidth allocation for RTCP and RTP is happening wrongly, when throttle based on Media Type.

CSCvf45105

Dynamic Rules MBR calculation issue with TableDrivenChargingRule Service option

CSCvf47179

PCRF is not changing the QCI & ARP of default bearer based on the MPS-Id & Reservation-Priority

CSCvf47628

remove java rpms from CPS repository
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Table 5

Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID

Headline

CSCvf49669

Precedence of values for CRD lookups is not working for certain policy configurations

CSCvf51831

Sy+ Billing Account Attributes are not available in policy state for use cases

CSCvf54234

RecordCountStats error messages are observed for DB connections imsiApnbindings

CSCvf55569

Cisco Cos Group Rules not getting derived with multiple Service configuration

CSCvf55993

VIP doesn't move back to high priority Host after host is powered on

CSCvf56501

Reload Repository is not working when credentials are not saved in Policy Builder repository

CSCvf56871

NAP notification implementation needs to support legacy UAPI

CSCvf56974

Error in executing cache migrate task

Related Documentation
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.



CPS ANDSF Configuration Guide



CPS ANDSF SNMP and Alarms Guide



CPS Backup and Restore Guide



CPS Central Administration Guide



CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide



CPS Installation Guide - OpenStack



CPS Installation Guide - VMware



CPS Migration and Upgrade Guide



CPS Mobile Configuration Guide



CPS Operations Guide



CPS Policy Reporting Guide



CPS SNMP, Alarms and Clearing Procedures Guide



CPS Troubleshooting Guide



CPS Unified API Reference Guide



CPS vDRA Administration Guide



CPS vDRA Configuration Guide



CPS vDRA Installation Guide - OpenStack



CPS vDRA Operations Guide
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CPS vDRA SNMP and Alarms Guide



CPS vDRA Troubleshooting Guide



CPS Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:


All Guides
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurat
ion-guides-list.html



Mobile Configuration Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-config
uration-guides-list.html



Wi-Fi Configuration Guide:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configura
tion-guides-list.html

Communications, Services, and Additional Information


To receive timely, relevant information from Cisco, sign up at Cisco Profile Manager.



To get the business impact you’re looking for with the technologies that matter, visit Cisco Services.



To submit a service request, visit Cisco Support.



To discover and browse secure, validated enterprise-class apps, products, solutions and services, visit Cisco
Marketplace.



To obtain general networking, training, and certification titles, visit Cisco Press.



To find warranty information for a specific product or product family, access Cisco Warranty Finder.

Cisco Bug Search Tool
Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST) is a web-based tool that acts as a gateway to the Cisco bug tracking system that maintains
a comprehensive list of defects and vulnerabilities in Cisco products and software. BST provides you with detailed defect
information about your products and software.
Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. To view a list of
Cisco trademarks, go to this URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The
use of the word partner does not imply a partnership relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1721R)

This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Communications, Services, and Additional
Information, page 26 section.
Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative
content is unintentional and coincidental.
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